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ABSTRACT

System identification from on-line measurements is a
key issue in the development of automatic control
systems for tlotation plants. Unfortunately, noise in the
data poses a significant hurdle in the development of
reliable nonlinear dynamic models. ln this investigation,
some prelim inary results on the use of singular spectrum
analysis are considered and it is shown that the
approach provides a feasible means of neutralizing the
deleterious effects of noise on process models and by
implication also on the quality of subsequent process
control structures.

INTRODUCTION

ln the last five years, considerable progress has been
made with control systems based on direct monitoring
of the froth (Moolman et ai., 1995). At present, state-ofthe-art digital image processing systems are based on
sophisticated algorithms for the measurement of bubble
size distributions in the froth, the analysis of flow
pattems in flotation cells, as well as measurement ofthe
stability of the froths. ln addition, the presence of
reagents or mineral species can also be related to the
appearance ofthe froth.
The identification of the underlying dynamics of
froth flotation systems from experimental data is
complicated by the fact that erratic fluctuations in the
observed behaviour are typically derived from a mixture
of various plant disturbances that can be notoriously
difficult to disentangle. ln this example, the use of
singular spectrum analysis (Vautard et ai., 1992) and the
method of delay coordinates to identity the dynamics of
flotation systems are considered.
Since flotation processes are complex and in practice
the control of industrial flotation plants is often based
on the visual appearance of the froth phase, the quality
of control depends largely on the experience and ability

of a human operator. A standard control cycle
comprises the fixing of initial set points, a settling
period for transient dynamics to subside, a period of
measurement and evaluation, and a final estirnate of
appropriate set points. Some studies have indicated that
operators often tend to make the periods for settling and
measurement too small. Apart from these aspects, the
inexperience or inability of the operator can have a
further significant impact on the control of the plant.
Consequently, optimal control is not usually maintained,
especially where incipient erratic behaviour in the plant
is difficult to detect.
This information has changed the way in which
flotation plants can be monitored and controlled.
Although initial control strategies centred around
multivariate statistical process control schemes, it is
realized that full automation may also be a feasible
option, given the quality ofpresent instrumentation.
High-quality on-line data means reliable on-line
identification of the flotation process, from noisy
nonlinear measured data. The high levei ofnoise poses a
particular problem, as it has a severely deleterious effect
on traditional system identification algorithms. ln this
investigation, the merits of singular spectrum analysis to
identity flotation systems is considered and it is shown
that this approach provides a feasible means for the
development of automatic control systems fir flotation
plants.

STATE SPACE APPROACH TO SYSTEM
IDENTIFICATION

The identification of the underlying dynamics of
froth flotation systems from experimental data is
complicated by the fact that erratic fluctuations in the
observed behaviour are typically derived from a mixture
of various plant disturbances that can be notoriously
difficult to disentangle. Singular spectrum analysis is
based on the singular value decomposition of data
matrices representing the froth irnages (or any other
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sensor data) and is comparatively simple to use, as will
be shown by way of a case studies in the paper. Owing
to the complexity of tlotation, identification based on
phenomenological models is not teasible and as a consequence dynamic process models have to be developed
direct rrom input-output data.

State Space Reconstruction
Broadly speaking, three methods can be used for
state space reconstruction from a scalar time series, viz.
derivative coordinates, delay coordinates and what is
known as singular spectrum analysis. Derivative coordinates (Packard et ai., 1980) are based on higher order
derivatives of the time series, but are not particularly
useful for experimental data, owing to their
susceptibility to noise. ln contrast, delay coordinate
methods and singular spectrum analysis are used
extensively on experimental systems. Of the two,
singular spectrum analysis appears to be the more robust
in the presence of no ise, as explained below.

A single record (time series) rrom a dynamic system
is the result of ali interacting variables associated with
the process. ln principie, it should therefore contain
information about the dynamics of ali the key variables
involved in the evolution ofthe system. Mathematically,
this can be justified by assuming that the variables of a
dynamic process system satisty p )51 order differential
equations, i.e.
dx 1/dt = f 1(xJ. x2, .. . xp)

Singular Spectrum Analysis

dxidt = f2(xh x2, ... xp)
dxpfdt = fp(XJ, Xz, .. . Xp)

The term singular spectrum comes rrom the spectral
(eigenvalue) decomposition of a matrix A into its
spectrum (set) of eigenvalues. The eigenvalues 'A. are the
values that make the matrix A - AI singular. Actually,
the term singular spectrum is somewhat unfortunate in
the context of the analysis of time series, since the
traditional
eigenvalue
decomposition
(principal
of matrices
representing
component analysis)
multivariate data is also an analysis ofthe singular spectrum. The spectral decomposition of matrices has only
recently been applied to time series analysis and has had
its roots mostly in the application of chaos theory
(Broomhead and King, 1986; Landa and Rosenblum ,
1991).

(I)

This system of differential equations can be reduced
to a single p' th order ditferential equation via successive
differentiation of any one of the I 51 order ditferential
equations, that is
dPx 1/dtP = f(xh dx 1/dt, d 2x/de, ... dP· 1x 1/dtp- 1)

(2)

This equation represents the entire set of I si order
equations without any loss of information regarding the
dynamics of the system. ln other words, the single
variable system (set of I si order differential equations) is
equivalent to the multivariable system (p' th order
differential equation).

ln essence, the data are embedded in a very highdimensional
reconstruction,
followed
by
the
introduction of a new coordinate system, where the
origin is moved to the centroid of the reconstructed
system states and the axes are represented by the
dominant principal components ofthe states (points).

Mor.eover, instead of a continuous variable and its
derivatives, a discrete time series and its successive
shifts by a lag parameter t should be sufficient to
capture the dynamics of the system (Ruelle, )·980). The
lagging is equivalent to first order differencing of the
time series, which is analogous to differentiation. ln an
observed time series, the lagged copies of the series can
thus be seen as additional system variables.

The idea can be explained by way of a simple
example. Considera uniformly sampled univariate time
series with n = 5 observations x = [x~. x 2, x3 , >4, x5
With an embedding dimension of m = 2, and a lag of k
= I, there will be n-k(m-1) = 4 snapshots of the time
series, i.e. Y1 = (x~> x2]r , y2 = [x2, x3]r, Y3 = (x3, x4rr and
y4 = (x 4, x5]r. These snapshots can be arrang!!q í\S row
vectors, as shown below.
·

t

One of the difticulties in dealing with empírica!
systems is that one does not know a priori whether
deterministic dynamics underlie the data, that is whether
dynamic attractors exist. Clearly, reliable classification
of the data as a first step in system identification is
important, otherwise the r~sl!ltjng mnd~l will not
generalize beyond the training data set.
Reconstruction of the state space of the system
facilitates successful identification of the system and
can be applied to ali deterministic systems. A state
space model ensures the complete description of the
dynamics of a system and allows prediction of the
system outputs, even without complete knowledge of
the fundamental system dynamics.
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lt is not necessary to use successive values of the
observations. For example, with every second
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observation only (i.e. k = 2) three new variables would
have been created, z 1 = [x" x3 IT, z 2 = [x~, x4 ]T, and z 3 =
[x 3 , x5 ]r. The construction of the matrix X is based on
an (m,k) window, i.e. m indicates the number of time
series observations in each new snapshot and k indicates
the sample times between observed elemcnts. ln the first
case, a (3, I )-window was used, while a (3,2)-window
was used in the second case. lf k = I is used, then
reference is made to an m-window only. Matrix X is
reterred to as the augmented matrix or trajectory matrix
and contains a complete record of pattems that have
occurred in a window of size m. That is

Since X(i·IJ.i = X;u., 1 for ali i> I andj > I, the columns
ofthe matrix are higly correlated. The embedding space
t-\ E ~Hm is the space of ali m-element pattems.
Rather than investigating the trajectory matrix X for
repetitive pattems in the original time series, it is more
etfective to consider the lagged covariance matrix
computed from the trajectory matrix X and its
transpose, i.e.
(3)

Reconstruction of the attractor of the system is
accomplished by a sirnple decornposition of X as
X = T~

Equation (5) is the crux of the dynarnic rnodel. Once
it is established, the evolution y(t) ~ y(t+ I) is known
and this in tum detennines the unknown evolution of
x(t) ~ x(t+l). Unlike linear rnodels, where
rninirnization of the rnean square of the prediction error
leads to accurate rnodels, rninirnization of the rnean
square of the prediction error is a necessary, but not a
sufficient criterion for the reliability of the rnodels of
non I inear systems, since trajectories in the sarne
attractor can differ vastly frorn one sample to another.

+"

X;j E ~(n·m + l) x m

s = xrX/(m-1 ).

(5)

y'(t+ l)= f[y(t)]

W

by solving for Sp.i = À.iP.i subject to the orthononnality
constraints p;p.i = I (i = j) and p;pi = I (i * j).
The loading rnatrix P = [p 1, p2, • .. pdr constitute the
phase space in which the time series is ernbedded, via
the score rnatrix T = lt" t2, ... tkfr. Selection of the
nurnber of load vectors to obtain the dimensionality of
the ernbedding is based on the variance explained by the
retained loading vectors (principal cornponents). as
represented by the diagonal eigenvalue rnatrix of the
system , A. Although the attractor can be visualized
quite reliably with principal cornponents explaining 6070% or more of the total variance of the lagged
covariance rnatrix, it is better to retain a larger nurnber
of principal components tor building predictive rnodels.
Approaches to ensure that only lhe cornponents
associated with noise are ornitted frorn the rnodel are
discussed elsewhere.

Recursive Prediction

Once ernbedding ofthe observed data has been
cornpleted, predictive rnodels can be built, based on the
rnultiple input-single output (MISO) systern f:~m ~ ~ 1,
defined by

The rnodel is of the forrn M: Xt~ Y 1 where x is the
embedding vector at time t. A state space
pararneterization of Y is formed by using time series
ernbedding, as follows :
f(:~t)

Xt+l

=

Yt

g(Xt)

=

(6)

ln the above nonlinear state space forrnulation 1 x = Q(y,
rn , k), where n is the embedding operator.
The rnodel is an approxirnation of Yt+l = g•tr~) as.
Yt +Lesr = gest(xt)The rnodel structure that is estirnated can
be any appropriate non-linear regressor, e.g. a
rnultilayer perceptron or a radial-basis function neural
network . The phase variables that constitute the
ernbedding vector are not directly related to the original
process states, but are an equivalent pararneterization of
the systern.
Owing to its tlexibility with regard to stochastic or
deterministic systerns (be they linear or nonlinear),
singular spectrurn analysis provides a very useful
approach towards the rnodelling of tlotation systerns, as
will be illustrated below.

IDENTIFICATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL BASE
METAL FLOTATION PLANT.

A rnachine VISIOn systern cons1stmg of a
videocamera in a protective casing rnounted on top of a
tlotation cell on a South African base metal plant (Van
Olst, 1998) was connected to a personal cornputer
equipped with a frarne grabber, which rnonitored one of
the cells in a bank of primary roughers. The identitication of the system was based on the stability
measurements of the froth, a sample of which is shown
in Figure I below.
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As can be seen from Figure 3. the attractor is
extremely spiky, with little discemible structure, except
for the two clustered regions. Although allowance
should be made for distortion caused by the projection
of the attractor &om four to three dimensions, the
appearance of the attractor indicates a high levei of
stochasticity, suggesting that system identification can
be expected to be poor.
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Figure I. Bubble size measuremeots of frotb on a
base metal notation plant. Samples were collected
witb intervals of one minute over a period of 20
hours.
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Principal components were consequently extracted
from a lagged covariance matrix with 80 lag variables.
The first three principal components explained 70.6% of
the variance of the data, while the rernaining principal
components were ali of more or less equal size,
indicating noise in the data.
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Reconstruction of tbe sarne data with singular
spectrum analysis does not require the explicit
specification of a lag, although some indication of th is is
required in order to select a window of observations of
sufficient length. The autocorrelation function shown in
Figure 4 suggests a lag of approximately 80, where the
autocorrelation is weak (less than 0.3).
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Figure 3. 3-D reconstruction of tbe attractor of tbe
time series sbown in Figure I.

As a frrst step to identification, the data have to be
embedded. As mentioned above, this means the
determination of a suitable lag and embedding
dimension. Selection of an appropriate lag is usually
guided by the principie that embedding vector
components should be independent. i.e. the correlation
or dependence between lag variables should be low. The
average mutual information function of this time series
is shown in Figure 2. This figure indicates a lag of k = 2
(at the first minimum value of the function). The
embedding dimension of m = 4 was determined by the
false "nearest neighbour algorithm, which unfolds
(embeds) the data in successively larger dimensions,
until the observations become stationary. With a Jag ofk
= 2 and an embedding dimension of m - 4, the attractor
of the time series can be reconstructed, as shown in
Figure 3.
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Figure 4. Autocorrelation function of the time series
shown io Figure 1.

Figure 2. Average mutual information (AMI) of the
time series depicted in Figure 1, indicatiog a lag of 2.
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Reconstruction of the attractor by projection of the
lagged variables onto the first three principal
components is shown in Figure 5. This attractor has
visibly more structure than the comparable one shown
in Figure 3.

multiple-input-single-output (MISO) system, which can
also form the basis for a model predictive control
system.

The reconstructed time series based on the ftrst three
principal components is shown in Figure 6. The two
time series have been shifted for better visualization.

CONTROLLER DESIGN

A predictive model (multilayer perceptron neural
network) was subsequently fitted to the data, according
to equations 5 and 6. The single hidden layer of the
neural network was automatically optimized by use of
the Schwarz information criterioo and the trained neural
network was used to predict the last few hundred
observations in the time series. Note that these last
observations were uncbaracteristic of the preceding
observations (as indicated in Figures 1 and 6).

Since the plant is bound to drift, the model will have
to be updated periodically, while regular controller
tuning will also be necessary. This can be done by
conventional means, i.e. repeating the modeling
procedure at regular intervals and retuning the
controller.
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Figure S. Reconstructed attractor of tbe time series
in Figure I, by projection of tbe first 80 lag variables
(k=l) onto tbe first tbree principal components.
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Figure 7. One-step abead predictions witb a
muJtilayer perceptron neural network witb
sigmoidal activation functions and a two-node
bidden layer.
Altematively, the controller could also be evolved
around the model. Simulations done by Aldrich and
Conradie (2000) have indicated that this could yield
results superior to those currently used in practice, as
these controllers are robust and can accommodate
partia! models.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 6. Reconstructed observations (solid line at
bottÔm) based on tbe first tbree principal
components extracted from tbe lagged covariance
m.atrix of tbe data (broken line at top). Tbe data
have been shifted for better visualizatioa.
The predictions generated by the models are shown
in Figure 7. The model can be improved considerably
by the addition of input variables in the form of a
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•

The classical state space approach to system
identification is not robust with regard to the
short noisy time series data typically generated
by mineral processing operations, such as
flotation plants.

•

By making use of singular spectrum analysis
(principal components extracted from the
lagged covariance matrix of the measured
data), tbe effect of noise on the characterization

C Aldrich

of the dynamics of these processes can be
alleviated substantially.
•

Vautard, R. , Yiou, P. and Ghil, M. 1992. Singular
spectrum analysis: A toolkit for short, noisy
and chaotic time series. Physica D, 58, 95-126.

Current work on the design of model-based
predictive control systems based on the abovementioned dynamic models of mineral
processing plants looks promising and will be
pursued in future studies.
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Figure 8. Closed loop arcbitecture of a
neurocontroller designed by reinforcement learning,
as proposed by Aldricb and Conradie (2000).
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